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Abstract 

In this paper we study distributional chaos in linear operator on Banach space , in addition to  

establishing some basic properties of distributional chaos and explanation when the operator be 

distributional chaos or not, and give some conditions on the norm linear operator which in turns 

obtain distributional chaos. We also give the definition of Hereditarily Distributionally Chaos 

and find it is Equivalent Strong Distributional Chaos Criterion 
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1. Introduction 

      There are many definitions of chaos in the discrete dynamical systems. One of them is 

distributional chaos, briefly DC, which is based on the asymptotic distributions of distances 

between pairs of trajectories. It was introduced by B. Schweizer and J. Smital in 1994 [1], for 

continuous maps of the interval but later generalized to compact metric spaces. Recently more 

and more authors gave their attentions to the properties of DC and the relations between DC and 

the other notions of chaos in [2,4]. 

Let X be a compact space with metric d and f :X → X a continuous map. For x, y ∈X and a 

positive real number t, 

put 

Fxy( ) = 
 

 
                            , 

              F
*
xy( ) = 

 

 
                            , 

where#C denote the cardinal number of the set C. We also adopt the convention that 

Fxy<F
*
xymeansFxy(    F

*
xy( ) for some, and hence for all, t in some interval. We have three 

possible types of DC: There is an uncountable set S ⊆X such that for all x ≠ y in S, 

           DC1 F
*
xy≡ 1 and Fxy= 0 for some t >0; 
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           DC2 F
*
xy≡ 1 and Fxy<F

*
xy; 

           DC3 Fxy<F
*
xy . 

Such pairs {x, y} are called DC1 pairs, DC2 pairs and DC3 pairs, respectively. 

 

    It is obvious that DC1 implies DC2 and DC2 implies DC3. In addition, we know that the three 

notions are equivalent if X is an interval [1]. Examples were given in [5] which have DC2 pairs 

but no DC1 pair, and in [6] which have DC3 pairs but no DC2 pair. However, it was unknown 

whether or not DC2 implies DC1 and whether or not DC3 implies DC2 [7], in the sense of 

uncountable scrambled set.  

   The definition of distributionally chaotic and distributionally irregular is based on ideas in 

[1,3]. For any pair {x,y}  X and for each n ∈  , the distributional function F
n

xy : R
+
→[0,1] is 

defined by 

F
n

xy( ) = 
 

 
                             . 

Where card{A} denotes the cardinality of the set A. Define 

Fxy( ) =           F
n

xy( ) and  F
*
xy( ) =          F

n
xy( ). 

 

A continuous map f : X → X on a metric space X is distributionally chaotic if there exist an 

uncountable subset  X and  >0 such that for every  >0 and each pair of distinct points x, y 

, we have that F
*

xy( ) = 1 and Fxy( ) = 0. The set  is a distributionally  -scrambled set and 

the pair {x, y} a distributionally chaotic pair.  

A vector x X is said to be distributionally irregular for T if there are increasing sequences of 

integers A =       and B =       such that                    =                    = 1,       
    = 0 

and      
    = . 

 

2. Main Result 

Now, we will give our main results 

2.1.Proposition.   

       If at least one of A or B has distributionally irregular vectors then A B has distributionally 

irregular vectors. 

Proof. 

Let x be a distributionally irregular vector of A. there mean that      and      such 

that                            =1,such that         0. This means that (        ) 0 which 

means that       (x y) 0. 

In the same time, there is a sequence   such that        ∞ which means that  

              , then              . 

 

2.2. Lemma  

If T S has distributionally irregular vectors then at least one of T or S has distributionally 

irregular vectors. 
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Proof: 

Let   be an distributionallyirregular  vector of    . theremean that      and      such 

that                             =1.Such that   sequence    such that               .We 

have           , that mean      and       . 

In the same time, there is a sequence                , we have              ,  

means that                ,mean that at least one of operators have distributionally 

irregular vectors . 

 

      The following theorem described the relation between distributionally irregular vectors 

commuting operators.  

 

2.3.Theorem:  

       Let P and Q be commuting operators on X. then the set of all distributionally irregular 

vectors for P is Q-invariant. 

 

Proof: 

        let M is the set of all distributionally irregular vectors for P, xM to prove QxM, by 

definition of distributionally irregular vector ,mean that there exist two sequence   and    

increasing sequence     and      such that                             =1.such that        

and         .  

Then               and                           . 

 

2.4.Theorem: 

      If TB(H), and T has distributionally irregular vectors, then    has no eigenvectors. 

Proof: 

      Suppose that T has distributionally irregular vectors  and       when      If A vector 

 ∈H is distributionally irregular for T then there exist inceresing sequence of integer      

and      such that                             =1. 

                                    
 
    

                                                          and 

                               
 
    

                                          

If      or         then the set is bounded and if      and         then the last set 

is bounded below, then T has not distributionally irregular. 

2.5. Corollary: 

      If X is finite dimensional, then T has not distributionally irregular vectors in X. 
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Proof: 

    Suppose T is distributionally irregular vectors in H. since H is finite dimensional, hense   has 

eigenvalues a contradiction 

2.6.Definition [4]: 

An operator T : X X satisfies the Distributional Chaos Criterion (DCC) if there exist 

sequences (xm)m and (ym)m in X \ {0} with ymspan{xk; kN} satisfying 

(a)       
      ∈   , and 

(b) there is a sequence of positive integers (Nm)m increasing to , such that 

      
 

  
              

            . 

 

2.7.Definition[2]:  

       For    a connected open subset of   and n a positive integer, let       denote the operators 

T in      which satisfy 

(a)  ⊆        ∈        not invertible; 

(b) ran        for   in   ; 

(c)      ∈        ; and 

(d)              for  in . 

 

2.8.Proposition[2]: 

IfΩ0⊆Ω is a bounded connected open subset of C, then Bn(Ω) ⊆Bn(Ω0). 

 

2.9.Theorem: 

     Let T      . If      , where   is unit circle   if and only if T is Distributional Chaos 

Criterion. 

Proof: 

Since Ω is a connected open subset and Ω ∩ S ≠ φ, there exists β ∈Ω with |β| > 1. Furthermore, 

we can select a nontrivial point y ∈ker(T − β). Let 1 <γ <   be a constant. Given any m∈  , 

set    
   

 
        

       

      
       . There exist sequence        and     in X/{0} with 

  ∈           ∈   . And there is a sequence of positive integer   increasing to , then  

               
    is an open neighborhood of y. Then for any                           ∈  , 

                                                 
We have  

   
   

 

  
                 

               
   

    

  
   

By hypothesis, one can obtain a bounded connected open subset Ω1, such that  
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    ∈          

By Proposition 2.7, there exists a point x∈U satisfying ,     
 
    where xi∈ker(T − λi), λi∈ Ω1, 

i = 1, . . . , t. Then this x is the point we hope to get. On the one hand, 

        
              

   
 
                

     
 
          

 
          

   , 

Therefore T is Distributional Chaos Criterion. 

      Conversely, let Ω ∩ S =φ and T is Distributional Chaos Criterion. There exist  ∈  with 

   . By condition (1) from definition of Distributional Chaos Criterion. 

       
         

       ∈   ,i.e. |λ| <1. Then Ω ∩ S ≠φ. 

 

2.10. Example : 

Let 2B be the backward shift operator with constant weight 2.Then 2B is a Distributional Chaos 

Criterion by Theorem (2.9). Moreover, for every λ ∈C with |λ| <3,λI+2B is also a Distributional 

Chaos Criterion since λI+2B is in B1(Ω) and Ω∩S ≠φ. However, if |λ| >3,thenλI+2B is not a 

Distributional Chaos Criterion. 

3. Hereditarily Distributionally Chaos 

We give the definition of Hereditarily Distributionally Chaos and find it is EquivalentStrong 

Distributional Chaos Criterion. 

3.1.Definition: 

      Let      be increasing sequence of integers. Then an operator T is called Hereditarily 

Distributionally Chaos with respect to       if for each subsequence      of      , there exists 

an uncountable subsets  X and     such that for every    , and for every pair x,y of 

distinct point we have  

         
 

  
                  

           

             
 

  
                  

            

 

3.2.Theorem: 

     Let X be a Banach space and let∈     . If T is Strong Distributional Chaos Criterion then T 

is Hereditarily Distributionally chaos. 

Proof: 

let R=    and let r by a special constant for T. Let        
  is a sequence of positive numbers 

decreasing to zero. First of all, fix   ∈   (for example, set     ). Then there is    such that 

       and 

        
       and              , i=1,…,  . 
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So we can choose a positive integer M1 such that           for any k M1. For convenience, 

let   
   . Then           i=  

      . 

Now we will construct a sequence of points        
  associated with three sequences of integers 

       
 ,    

     
 and        

  such that for every k2,   

1)                    ; 

2)              , i=1,…,  ; 

3)    
 
                 ; 

4) 
     

 

  
 

   

 
; 

5)            
 
   , for any      . 

Select   
    ∈   such that 

     
 

  
 

 

 
 . and then there is    such that                   and    

        
       and              , i=1,…,  . 

So we can choose   such that                    for any k   . 

Continue in this manner. If we have obtained        
 ,        

 ,    
     
 and        

  such that 

for each k=2,…,m,   

1)                    ; 

2)              , i=1,…,  ; 

3)    
 
                 ; 

4) 
     

 

  
 

   

 
; 

5)            
 
   , for any      . 

Select     
      ∈   such that 

         
 

    
 

 

   
 . And then there is      such that   

                      and    

        
         and                   , i=1,…,    . 

So we can choose     such that         
   
         for any        . 

If we have obtained        
 ,        

 ,    
     
 and        

  such that for each k=2,…,m,   

6)      
 
   is finite. 

7) For each p,              , for any     and any 1  i   . Hence, 

        
 
              

 
       for any       

8) For each k,              
      . 

9)         
      for each k. 

10)              
   
   , for n=  

      . 

11) For each p,            
 
     , for n=  

      . 
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Let    =       be a symbolic space with two symbols. According to condition (1), we can 

define a mapf :  → X as  

          

 

   

 

For every element            ∈   . 

Obviously one can get an uncountable subset D∈    such that for any two distinct points 

     ,   and    have infinite coordinates that are different and infinite coordinates that are 

equivalent. Then 

                     
    

 
    . 

Set             (     
       

 ,…). Then                      
 
    . Note that 

the possible values of      
 are only 0,-1,or 1, and   has infinite coordinates being zero and 

infinite coordinates bring nonzero. 

Now we will prove that {           } is Hereditarily Distributionally Chaos pair . 

Let        
 
   . Suppose        

 
 is the infinite subsequence such that the   th coordinate of 

  is nonzero (1 or -1) and        
  is the infinite subsequence such that the   th coordinate of   

is zero. 

By (5),(6) and (2), for n=   
       , 

                                                  
 
      

    

   
. 

Since        
  decrease to zero, then for any     

           
             

          

      

                      
       

     
   

       
   

   
 

    
   

    

  
   

On the other hand, for  

                                                
 
      

    
   . 

Since        
  decrease to zero, 
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Therefore, {           } is Hereditarily Distributionally Chaos pair for any distinct {     }D , 

then T is Hereditarily Distributionally Chaos. 
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